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Avril’s new creation in the sunset 
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Message from the editor  
 

Hello fly guys!! 

 

Our flying days have probably been a bit quiet 

dependant on our wonderful winter weather, but 

this gives me the opportunity to report on our 

AGM and workshop at Camp Clayton.  

     

Thanks to Rodger and Andrew for their contribu-

tions this issue. Also a special thanks for the loan 

of Robert’s photos. 

I look forward to many more for the next exciting 

TasKite release! 

 

Your almost hibernating newsletter editor 

Pam 

P.S. Don’t forget to ensure that your subs are 

up to date. 

 

 

Committee 

President: 

David Geer 

P O Box 22 

Rosny Park   TAS   7018 

0427 885 818 

dave.geer@bigpond.com 

 

Vice President: 

Andrew Farrow 

0406 405 249 

andrewmfarrow@gmail.com 

 

Secretary/Public Officer: 

Robert Brasington 

03 6376 1667 

zerokite@tassie.net.au 

 

Treasurer/Membership Officer: 

Avril Flewellen 

040145913 

flewellena@gmail.com 

 

Committee Members: 

Rodger Willows 

Pam Scammell 

MaryAnne Sheahan 

Flocky Bock 

Aukje Boonstra 

 

Web Manager: 

Izzy von Lictan 

 

Librarian: 

Robert Brasington 

 

Life Members: 

Helma Stevenson 

 

 

Membership Fees: 

Single $25 

Family $30 

 

Web Address: http://www.taskite.org.au 

 

Editor: 

Pam Scammell 

pamscam@gmail.com 

Area Contact for Fly Days 
 

 Hobart 

2014 Festival date TBA 
1st Sunday of the month 

David Geer  0427885818 

 

 

Devonport 

Meercroft Park-15/16 February ‘14 
2nd Sunday of the month 

Ian Flewellen 0459039630 

 
St Helens 

Bay of Fires-8/9February ‘14 
Robert Brasington 6376 1667 

pam.scammell
Sticky Note
Rob’s stars at Burnie TasTAFE library in Children’s Book Week display.
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Presidents Report 2013 
 

Its been a year of personal highs with new challeges at work, the marriage of my eldest daughter and new developments on 

the kiting front posing challenges for the future. 

 

Great news letters 

We've experienced some great newsletters and i have to whole heartedly thank our forever patient newsletter editor Pam for 

putting up with my lack of articles and my love of cake? Mmmm! Cake!! 

 

Devonport festival 

The devonport festival was a wonderful event and it was great to catch up with so many of you there. The devonport festival is 

one of the most consistent festivals on our flying calendar and it doesnt cease to amaze me the patronage of people from 

across the north of the state in supporting this festival and the tireless work of devonport rotary. I'd like to thank Ian and Avril 

for the wonderful hospitality they have provided by way of the bbq and for putting up the transient kite flyers from the south.  

 

St Helens 

I was personally disapointed with the st helens fly weekend this year,  disappointed i could not share in the enjoyment of fly-

ing on the beaut east coast beaches. Disappointed i could meet our international guests, disappointed i could not make the 

bbq.....so disappointed! 

 

Hobart festival 

We had a great time at Rodgers with a bbq to precede the hobart festival. As usual a great time was had by all whom attended. 

The hobart festival turned out to be successful for the club with many kites sold and flown on the day. It was the culmination 

of 3 kiting events in a row...what a month! 

 

Bbqs 

Ian, avril rodger and our beloved robert all deserve to be commended for opening up their homes to bbqs and the fellowship of 

flyers 

 

Sleds 

Where would we be without these little wonders of the sky. it takes so much effort to put all the parts for these kites together 

As a club we are so thankful for the hard work and dilligence of Flocky for the efforts he goes to for the clubs benefit.  

 

Other flys 

Emmanuel christian school fair 

Austins ferry fly for jezza with claremont rotary 

 

Kiters seeking new homes 

We've had some wonderful times flying in hobart with kiters currently housed at the pontville detention centre. Some of these 

young men have been flying building and fighting kites since they were 4 yrs old. They have been building kites on the field 

with no rulers or markers just doing the lot by eye before bridling them up in one go and flying them with expert control.  

 

Future opportunities and challenges 

Include flys associated with anzac day celebrations, 

Organising a fighter kite competition for kiters seeking new homes  

Getting our fly days sorted  

Find and bringing a guest or two to teach/or share with us some skills 

Amongst  other things 

 

It always gives me a great deal of pleasure to be part of such a wonderful group of flying friends 

 

-David 

David is now installing a new 

engine in his yacht! 

It sure is tough at the top. 

Good luck ! 
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Minutes of the Annual general Meeting of the Kite Flyers of Tasmania. 

Camp Clayton, Ulverstone. Saturday 1st June 2013-06-03. 
    

Members Present. 
Avril Flewellen (AF),  Ian Flewellen (IF), Pam Scammell (PS),  Flocky Bock (FB), Robert Brasington(RB),  

David Geer(DG),  Andrew Farrow (AFarrow), Aukje Boonstra(AB), MaryAnn Sheahan(MS), Rodger Willows

(RW). 

 

Apologies 
John Sheahan, Michael Romalis, Izzy Von Lictan,  Sarah Badcock. 

 President DG opened the meeting at 1845, and read the minutes from the previous meeting. 
  

Business arising from previous AGM. 
 Families Baker and Phillips joined as a result of the closing of the AKA in Victoria 

Alzheimer’s Fundraiser did not proceed. 

All promotional discussion to be actioned did not proceed 

Moved that the minutes of the previous AGM be accepted as a true and correct recording of the proceedings.  

Moved PS, 2nd FB. 

 

Presidents Report. 
Presidents DG read report for year 2012/2013 

Moved that the Presidents report as presented to the meeting be received. 

Moved MA , 2nd RW 

 

Correspondence. 
 Emmanuel Christian School invitation to fly kites on10th Nov 2012. 

 Audit exemption received from Dept. Of Justice11July 2012 

Longford RSL invitation to fly large Australian flag at 2014 Anzac Day ceremony. 

Moved that inwards and outwards Correspondence be accepted. 

 Moved AF, 2nd DG 

 

Treasurers Report. 
The treasurer presented the unaudited report on the current year.  

Move for a special resolution to request an exemption from the 2013/2014 financial year. Voted: all agreed 

 

 Moved that the Treasurers report as tabled be accepted as a true and correct record of the clubs financial deal-

ings. 

 

 Moved PS, 2nd FB 

 

Web Persons Report. 
In the absence of Izzy von Lichtan, DG tabled the Facebook status. 

Moved RW, 2nd MS 
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Election of Office Bearers. 
 
 DG, RB and AF vacated their chairs and RW managed election proceeding. 

 

 President. David Gear. Nominated AF, 2nd FB 

 

Vice President. Andrew Farrow. Nominated IF, 2nd PS 

 

Secretary/Public Officer. RB. Nominated FB, 2nd MA 

 

Treasurer. Avril Flewellen. Nominated PS, 2nd RB 

 

Committee. Aukje Boonstra. Nominated RB, 2nd PS 

                         Rodger Willows. Nominated DG, 2nd FB 

                         Flocky Bock. Nominated PS, 2nd IF 

                         MaryAnn Sheahan. Nominated RB, 2nd PS 

                         Pam Scammell. Nominated AF, 2nd A Farrow 

 

Newsletter. Pam Scammell. Nominated FB, 2nd RB 

 

Web Person. Izzy Von Lichtan.  Nominated  AF, 2nd MA 

 

Librarian. Robert Brasington. Nominated IF, 2nd PS. 

 

Membership Fees. 
 Moved that the membership fees remain the same at: Family: $30 and Single: $25 

 Moved FB, 2nd  RW. 

 

General Business. 
 

Promotional Cards: upgrade membership forms. Action AF  

                                      : it was considered that a more user friendly business card be introduced to include 

new Facebook profile, TKF website and postal address of PO Box 22 Rosny. Action-  DG, AF 

                                      : urgent need for update of office bearers on the TKF website. Action to Izzy Via DG 

Festival Dates. Bay of Fires-8/9February 

                                    Devonport – 15/16 February 

Hobart Festival Co-ordinator. Andrew Farrow is our man on the ground to liaise with the Rota-

ry people. 

RSL Invitation. After correspondence with Longford RSL , it was considered necessary to check into 

the feasibility of us actually flying in the area in which they wish us to fly. FB to Action and report back. 

Guatemala Book. Look into addressing the book to be posted by the Drachen Foundation , Seattle. 

Book arrived 3rd June, no action required. 

Sled Kites. Flocky addressed the meeting to thank all for involved in selling the sled kites at our sale 

events. He asked if all could rotate in the selling tent to share the load and give the ―usual sellers‖ an oppor-

tunity to fly kites and mingle. 

 Flocky also asked club members to look out for wooden slat Venetian blinds for use as wooden winders and 

rolls of plastic tap that could be used for tails for the sleds. 

 Invited Guests: The idea of an invited guest to either the February events or the AGM/Workshop in 

2014 was considered by members.  RB was to ask a well known English kite maker if one of his pieces could 

be purchased in kit form for the club to made in the 2014 workshop Action RB 

There was no further business and the meeting was closed at 2030 
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Camp Clayton Report 

As you can see from the photo below, we had unusually fine weather for this year’s 

workshop and AGM at Camp Clayton. 

Our numbers were a bit lower than usual, but we all had a great time. 

 

 Avril had made arrangements with Robert to provide the material and guidance to 

create her beautiful white delta. 

 MaryAnne set her sites on the creation of a little red kite. 

 Pam made a lime green ying and yang kite. 

 Ian supervised the cutting room and generally helped everyone especially Avril. 

 Andrew had some repairs to attend and in the process shed some blood—self in-

flicted. 

 We had to isolate him on the ―blood rule‖ until he stemmed the blood loss. 

 John spent his time constructing a mobile using the petrified wood that he collect-

ed on his holidays at Lune River. 

 Robert shared his time between us, giving of his knowledge and guidance. Espe-

cially MaryAnne, Pam and Avril who thank him very much. 

 David also spent time doing some repairs. 

 Flocky opened his ―sweat factory‖, creating parts of the club fundraiser sled kites. 

I am always amazed at his ingenious tools that his engineering brain creates to 

make this laborious task easier. 

 

I hope that I didn’t forget anyone, we certainly enjoyed some sunshine this year.  

May we have some more in 2014! 

Pam 
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Camp Clayton Snaps 

Robert guiding Pam and MaryAnne 

with the design and construction of 

their new creations. 

Ed. Pam  

concentrating 
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John making a mobile 

from petrified wood 

that he got at Lune 

River. 

Andrew before injury. 

Flocky’s ―sweat shop‖. 
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MaryAnne with her little red 

kite. 

Robert, and Ian enjoying Avril’s 

new kite. 

This is a white kite in a glorious sunset! 

Magical!! 
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Ever since a mate introduced me to paragliding in the earlier 90's, I have been meaning to 

have a proper go at it. There currently aren't  any instructors in Tasmania, so while in 

Queensland for work recently, I decided to get the ball rolling. I signed up with a paraglid-

ing school based in Canungra and headed off to their training ground on the weekend. 

 

Lessons started with us on a grassy hill for what the instructor called ―kiting‖. This is the 

basic ground handling exercises that allow a paraglider pilot to get his/her wing above their 

head and ready for flight when there is a wind blowing at the take-off location. 

 

One of the things that struck me as soon as I started putting the harness on, is the different 

approach to safety. Power kites designed for use with a harness (de-power and kite surfing 

kites) have a quick release mechanism (or two!) to ensure that you can quickly detach from 

the kite in case of trouble. The paraglider wing, however, is firmly attached to the pilot by 

two very sturdy and locked carabiners. So, you have a situation where you are firmly at-

tached to a VERY large ―kite‖ with no means of separating yourself in a hurry. To put this 

into perspective, the biggest traction kite I have flown is Tim's HQ Montana at 9.5 square 

meters but the beginner paraglider wings typically have a surface area of over 22 square me-

ters. Suddenly the gentle 5 to 7 knots of breeze coming up the hill suddenly seemed a lot 

more significant. 

Now most the people reading this will know that as a kite leaves the ground on a length of 

line, the most pull is generated in the first second or two of flight. This is due to the kite 

starting with a severe angle-of-attack with the wind meeting the bottom surface of the kite at 

almost 90°. This pull rapidly decreases as the kite gains altitude and the angle-of-attack de-

creases. 

In the power kiting world, to ensure that you are not immediately dragged downwind,  you 

can position the kite so that your lines are not parallel to the wind direction and the kite is 

off to the left of right edge of the wind window for launch. 

The catch is that a paraglider can't really utilise this approach due to its sheer size (over 11 

meters wing-tip to wing-tip when laying flat) combined with very short ―flying lines‖ of 

around 4 to 5 meters. You also want the paraglider wing to inflate evenly as it comes off the 

ground so this means the only option is to bring it up right through the middle of the wind 

window and the power zone. Maybe the instructor noticed my concerned expression at this 

stage and quickly explained that the short lines are very beneficial in this scenario. The actu-

al distance that the wing travels between the ground and the zenith position is far shorter 

than with a power kite on 20-30 meter flying lines. This means that the strong pull is over 

very quickly and by taking a step or two towards the wing as it lifts off also helps negate this 

problem. 

 

Now, this is where things started to get tricky (for me at least!). When you reverse launch a 

paraglider, you start off facing it as you do with a power kite … the only problem is that you 

need to be facing the other way to actually fly as a glider. So, you start off with the lines 

crossed over and when the canopy is stable above your head you can pivot through 180°. 

The catch is that letting go of the brake lines and losing control during this pivot is not ad-

Paragliders are just big power kites? 
 

by Andrew Farrow 
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-visable. A paragliding solution is to take your front lines in one hand and your brake 

lines in the other hand. 

While I guess it is possible to fly a four-line power kite in a similar manner, it sure would-

n't be the most natural feeling … and neither is reverse launching a paraglider! 

 

A good launch is critical as this is when things can go wrong quickly. Allowing the wing 

to drift off-centre can leave you stuck in trees or other obstacles on the side of your launch 

area. Even worse is allowing the wing to overfly the pilot during takeoff. Overflying can 

cause the leading edge and cell openings to collapse due to the very shallow angle-of-

attack. This collapse or ―tuck‖ is most often asymmetric and has resulted in some serious 

accidents where the glider does a steep uncontrolled bank straight back into the hill you 

have just taken off from. 

 

It takes a bit of practice (a lot of practise in my case!), until you can get into the air safely 

and consistently in a range of conditions and then thats where the real fun starts. Steady 

flight on an entry level paraglider is surprisingly simple as the canopy is designed to be 

stable and fly straight without any inputs from the pilot. When in the air, the biggest con-

cern is always having a suitable landing area in sight or at least in mind. Unlike most 

forms of powered aviation, once you lose your altitude, there is no go-around or second 

option for landing and it would seem that people intentionally place fences, trees and farm 

dams in the most inconvenient places. 

Even a short ―sled run‖ or ―sleddie‖ down a hill in still conditions is guaranteed to put a 

smile on your face for the rest of the day. 

 

Tandem glider launch on Mt. Tamborine QLD 
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Risers used for ground handling or "kiting"  

I have to give a big thankyou to Andrew for his contribution to this newsletter. 

 

Our Rodger has moved to the NW coast and seems to be settling in. I have seen 

him around town on his bicycle or at the supermarket. 

I think he may be a bit disappointed with the lack of fly days up here, but we seem 

to fly on our own, just when we can. 

 

The Flewellens are off on holiday on the mainland in Flew de Coup 2 and will be 

away for a few weeks. We hope that they have better weather than they left. 

 

Robert has been doing his usual globe trotting, and making us all quite jealous until 

we saw the boa photo. Then again maybe not. Love you Rob. 

 

It is good to see people keeping contact on facebook. Keep on keeping on. 
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Wind Gardens 

 

This is probably an awful attempt at researching the subject of ―wind gardens‖. I think that the trick 

was to use the search term ―kinetics‖. I am always open to suggestion. The photos were compliments 

of our Robert B for which I give him many thanks. 

This feature was stimulated by my listening to Robert  when we were socializing at his and Tracey’s 

home a couple of years ago. Yep, your newsletter editor not the quickest horse in the stable. But I do 

try…..Then I didn’t know where to stop except to say that I love the more simple versions that I 

could fill my back yard. 

―Kinetic Wind Sculptures dance with the wind in exciting and creative ways. Powered by nature they 

spin and twirl, glide and soar. Some are feats of engineering genius that capture the imagination as 

they move through the air. 

The 1950's and 1960's saw the evolution of modern kinetic sculptures. Combining engineering and 

art many artists including George Rickey and Andrew Calder started creating three dimensional mov-

able art. One of Rickey's most famous works "Two Open Triangles Up Gyratory" features two steel 

triangles which move, separate, and then come back together in what has been described as a "poetry 

of motion". 

Andrew Calder is best known as the inventor of the mobile (1931). While working on three dimen-

sional structures he developed a keen interest in the engineering balance of the pieces he was design-

ing and how the air currents affected their movement. The ubiquitous mobile has been hung over ba-

bies cribs, amusing and delighting them, for generations. 

One of the most exciting kinetic wind artists working today is Dutch artist Theo Jansen. He creates 

magnificent robots that walk through the sand powered only by the wind. They are reminiscent of 

creatures from science fiction movies. Fascinating and impressive to watch. 

A popular example of a simple kinetic wind sculpture is a child's pinwheel. One of these colourful 

toys can keep a young child entertained for hours. The power of their breath to make it spin never 

ceases to amaze them. A whirligig is another wind powered toy that can delight a child as they watch 

the characters move around and do their tricks. 

Kinetic wind sculptures appeal to the inner child in all of us. There is a certain magic about them that 

mesmerizes and fascinates. Watching a kinetic sculpture as it does its dance with the wind can help 

release the tensions of a busy day. 

Ann Wallis is a long-time gardener and lover of beautiful things for her garden. All year round she 

pores through gardening magazines looking for colorful perennials to fill the holes in her garden and 

fun, whimsical metal garden art to add life and character to her yard.‖ 

Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/2644529 

 

http://metal-garden-art.com
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These are some large examples 

of exceptional wind  

constructions. 

Providing movement and 

sound. 
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Interesting, but in my 

opinion not necessarily 

pretty. 
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11/8/2013 

Finally a reminder from the Treasurer 
 

Membership Renewals 
 

Membership fees for 2013/14 were due on the 1st July 2013.  To renew – or maybe a new 

member.  Please fill in the form below and send to: 

 

Kite Flyers of Tasmania  

P.O. Box 22 

ROSNY PARK   Tas.    7018 

 

 

Name………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Address…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Phone……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Email…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Membership:     Family     $30.00    

   Single    $25.00  

 

Membership benefits: Public Liability Insurance (not for social) for kite flying, kite boarding & 

kite buggying anywhere in Australia; newsletter three times per year and participation in 

other kite events as advised.  Newsletters are emailed to the member unless otherwise 

advised. 

 

Cheques can be made out to Kite Flyers of Tasmania Inc and forwarded to the above 

address.  To deposit directly into the account, bank details are:   

 

MyState Financial Ltd;  

Kite Flyers of Tasmania Inc. 

BSB:807-009          Account number: 51188629 

 

Do NOT forget to notify the Treasurer that you have paid and when deposit was made. 

flewellena@gmail.com  

 

By applying for membership of Kite Flyers of Tasmania. I/we agree to abide by the 

constitution and bylaws of Kite Flyers of Tasmania. 

 

Signature…………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

Date ……………………… 

 




